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A one-stop shop for dealership showroom products Autotag is a prime seller of key storage
cabinets, key tags and all products needed for showrooms and workshops. This company believes
in high technology and continuous product improvement to provide better and higher quality
products to ensure maximum satisfaction of customers.  The vast collection of products from
Autotag including super safes, storage cabinets, and other items come with absolute reliability and
functionality. Autotag is a key supplier of key management systems, workshop systems and point of
sale materials, being a one-stop shop for busy dealerships.

How Autotag provides a one-stop shop for busy dealerships:

Autotag takes pride in having a vast range of dealership showroom products which range from
showroom on-car advertising to customized promotional items and more. The extensive collection
also includes brochure display dispensers, vehicle display stands and even showroom dusters.

Autotag offers great choice of Exterior and Interior signage, No smoking stickers and a great choice
of signs and accessories, everything that is needed for automotive showroom.

At Autotag you will get a huge choice of exterior signage with a fascinating collection of medium and
small size PVC Slogans, Marker Pens, Spec Sheet Stands and many more.

The dealership showroom products also include a huge collection of Vehicle Display Stands, and
Display Ramps.

The great selection of Brochure Display Stands like Wall racks, spec sheet holder stands and basic
stands also makes Autotag a one-stop shop for dealerships.

The special lightweight spec sheet holder holds A4 portrait sheet and fits onto windscreen seal or
window from the inside. By placing your A4 specification sheet in the Easyfit Static Pocket you can
easily attach it to the inside of the window. This can be removed easily by peeling away without
causing smearing. Being heat and humidity resistant they can be used with portrait or landscape A4
spec sheets. PVC Mirror Hangers are lightweight, hold A4 portrait sheet and are easy to customise.
On Fluorescent Mirror Hangers message can be printed on both sides. Visor Price Panels from
Autotag are robust, long-life panel and can be personalised.

No smoking stickers are required by law for displaying No Smoking signs in hire vehicles or
company vehicles in the UK. The stickers of Autotag measure 84mm x 84 mm and meet the
measurements mandatory by law in the United Kingdom.

The dealership products also include Spec Sheet Stands, Magnetic Highway Crowners, Windscreen
marker pens and Corner Flashes.

With high quality carpet mats from Autotag you can enhance the value of showroom stock and give
a touch of sophistication and luxury to used cars. With great collection of mats in tough woven fabric
and rubber these prove to be a cost effective solution. The added advantage is tough woven fabric
to fit with any model or make.

The Brochure Display Stands like Spec Sheet Stands are stylish and offers viewing area ideal for
displaying car specification details to attract the attention of the customers. Vision Brochure Stands
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are used for displaying your specification or brochure absolutely next to the vehicle at a suitable
height to catch the attention of the customers.

The exclusive and extensive products are exclusively developed to provide a one-stop shop for
busy dealerships and Autotag excels in this field.
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Gemma E is a market surveyor who has made numerous surveys on the products like key tags and
security key cabinets from a Autotag UK. She studied the market trend thoroughly and has a keen
understanding of the motives of the buyers. She is providing us valuable information on dealership
showroom products from Autotag.
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